Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 1/8/20

- TSC meeting was light on significant updates or announcements due to holidays and first reconvening of the committee in the new year.
- Core working group is planning to discuss Trevor Conn’s (Core WG) Geneva API V2 work effort estimation that was sent out prior to Christmas on Thursday, 1/9. This is an important meeting that will affect much of the EdgeX Geneva resourcing and scope.
- Application WG continues work on batch and send functionality.
- Device Service WG announces REST DS is now in the main Github organization – just awaiting CI infrastructure to be put in place.
- The BACNet (C version) DS is ready and CI infrastructure is being finalizd.
- Design work on automatic (or dynamic) provisioning is ongoing and will be picked up at future meetings.
- Intel will present on a new device service donation – visual inference – at next week’s DS working group meeting (1/13)
- The TestQA working group has settled on use of TAF framework for Geneva V2 APIs as they emerge. Current Postman testing will remain in effect for the V1 API tests (the “blackbox” tests). Michael Estrin’s service level testing in the language/tools of choice (Go Tests for Go services) will be optionally implemented by teams going forward.
- There have been some recent Jenkins outages and instability (across LF - being looked at).
- Transformation to Jenkins Pipelines continues
- Fuji documentation (docs.edgexfoundry.com) has been published. Nightly builds were occurring but the web site docs were not being published. This required LF ticket. Some new additions and updates will require another LF ticket.
- Token provider service is nearing completion in the Security WG
- Hackathon in China is being planned for March 2020 (led by China project under Vertical Solutions).
- Keith has asked Vert Solutions WG to look into advancement of industrial focused project group.
- Discussion on going with DS WG and DevOps WG/Release Czar to standardize the C builds
- Michael Hall’s last day with LF was 12/31/19. A replacement has tentatively been identified. More at the next TSC meeting.
- EdgeX is looking for someone to coordinate/manage the Limerick Ireland F2F – serving in a role similar to what Camilo did for Phoenix F2F.